Request for Proposals
Listos California Campaign Design and Implementation Coordinator
July 2022
Summary:
Valley Vision is issuing this Request for Proposals to solicit responses from vendors
capable of serving as a Campaign Implementation Coordinator for the Listos California
Community Resilience Campaign. This role will design the campaign and
communications plans; create core messaging, content, and materials based on
researched knowledge; directly manage designated implementation strategies and
coordinate execution of the campaign and communications plans across multiple
vendors and partners.
Background:
Listos California is a program of the California Governor’s Office of Emergency Services
(Cal OES) with the purpose of engaging the most vulnerable Californians, which can be
described by social vulnerability factors including social and geographic isolation,
poverty, language barriers, and other access and functional needs challenges, in order
to increase their preparedness, response, recovery, and mitigation capabilities. This will
be achieved by delivering culturally and linguistically competent education, information,
and other support through a grass-roots, people-centered approach.
Valley Vision, a 501c3 civic leadership organization selected as the overall support
team for the Listos California Campaign, is assembling qualified vendors to carry out the
multi-million-dollar public engagement campaign. The campaign is launching
immediately and will continue through December of 2023. Securing the Campaign
Design and Implementation Coordinator to facilitate the timely and coordinated
execution of the campaign’s diverse strategies and vendors is the first order of
business.
Services Required:
The vendor selected to fulfill the Campaign Design and Implementation Coordinator role
will fulfill a variety of needs, ranging from strategic to administrative. Chief among the
services required are:
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1) Define campaign messages and strategies, using a research-informed approach
2) Design the overall campaign plan, inclusive of strategies, timelines, desired
outcomes, and budgets.
3) Develop emergency preparedness, response, and recovery educational and
training content and materials that directly target and appeal to vulnerable
populations. These assets will take a variety of forms and will be responsive to
community and grantee partner identified needs. It is expected that the update
or creation of dozens of assets will be required to appeal to the range of
population-types, disaster-types, and other circumstances deemed critical by
community and partners. For reference, the variety of assets developed in a
prior Listos California campaign can be viewed at www.listoscalifornia.org.
NOTE: A separate budget is reserved for production costs (i.e. printing, video or
audio production, graphic design, translation). Please indicate if any of these
activities are included within your proposal.
4) Support training for grantees who will utilize campaign materials to directly
engage targeted audiences.
5) Assign campaign roles and deliverables to vendors specializing in earned media,
paid media, social media, partnership development, and other communications
activities to maintain cohesiveness of all campaign efforts.
6) Create content for, provide updates to, and manage campaign newsletter,
website, and other owned media efforts to widely communicate about, and make
campaign information widely known and available. NOTE: A separate budget is
reserved for the cost of the platforms that the owned media tools will operate on.
7) Assist in identifying, securing, creating actionable roles for, and onboarding
additional partners who are well positioned to reach audiences being targeted by
the campaign.
8) Provide ongoing advice, guidance, and problem solving to help advance the
impact of the campaign.
9) Attend and assist in managing recurring campaign-related meetings with Valley
Vision, Cal OES, and grantee partners. At least weekly meetings should be
anticipated, as well as at least three grantee conferences.
10) Assign a full-time staff member to serve as an On-site Strategist at Cal OES.
This person will be housed at Cal OES (in Sacramento).
Timetable:
The Listos California Campaign is currently underway and will continue through
December 31, 2023. The selected vendor will provide ongoing support through the
conclusion of the campaign.
Budget:
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Budget for these services is estimated to be $1.5 million to $3.0 million. Actual budget
will be negotiated based upon proposals submitted. Applicants must provide a thorough
justification for the amount proposed.
Proposals will be scored based upon:
Proposals will be scored on a 5 point scale (5 points: fully meets; 4 points: meets with
minor gaps; 3 points: meets with moderate gaps; 2 points: partially meets; and 1: does
not meet). RFP responses will be evaluated upon the following:






To what degree does the proposal meet stated service requirements?
To what degree does the bidder have the necessary skills and abilities to deliver
this proposal?
To what degree does the bidder have a proven track record in this type of role?
To what degree is the cost reasonable and justified?
To what degree does the bidder satisfy the overall terms and conditions of the
RFP?

Please Submit in no more than 10 pages:






Statement of experience and qualifications, including summary of projects similar
to the aforementioned scope of work.
Description of methods to be used to meet the stated needs of this RFP and
statement of expected deliverables to be provided.
Identification of personnel, tools, and resources to be utilized, including
anticipated amount of time to be dedicated to the project.
Statement of proposed cost, showing cost calculations (basis of costs) and
providing a justification for costs.
Client references.

Submit proposals to Alan Lange at alan.lange@valleyvision.org. Please state
“Campaign Design and Implementation Coordinator RFP Response – [Your
organization’s name]” in the subject field of the email submittal.
Proposal Due Date:
Proposals are due no later than 5pm PST on Wednesday, August 10, 2022.
Important Notification:
1. The source of funding for this project is the California Office of Emergency
Services. Valley Vision is required to ensure that all subcontracted firms will
adhere to the same rules and requirements as are placed on Valley Vision
through our primary contract. Use this link to review the 2022 Subrecipient
Handbook, which outlines these requirements.
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2. Subcontractors must be registered in the System for Award Management (SAM)
or provide a self-certification that they are not debarred from participation in
Federal awards.
3. Documentation of all claims for payment/reimbursement must be accompanied
with time and attendance records, receipts, and/or other substantial
documentation.
4. Valley Vision is required to conduct a cost analysis prior to awarding
subcontracts. As part of that cost analysis, Valley Vision is encouraged to
negotiate a discount rate. Please indicate within your proposal if you are
proposing a discounted rate for your services.
5. Compensation for this State project is on a reimbursement basis; hence, the
successful bidder understands they are entering a “pay when paid” arrangement
with Valley Vision.
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